Simple Present worksheet – answers

Simple Present signal words: always, every, never, normally, now and then, occasionally, often, rarely, seldom, sometimes, usually.

Put the signal word and the verb into the gaps.

Example: Jake and Ben usually get up (to get up) at 6 o´clock. Signal word: usually

Jake and Ben

They normally have (to have) breakfast at 6.30 am. Signal word: normally

Jake always eats (to eat) cornflakes... Signal word: always

... but Ben never eats (to eat) cornflakes. Signal word: never

He eats (to eat) toast every day. Signal word: every (day)

Then they go (to go) to the bus stop.

Jake usually arrives (to arrive) on time... Signal word: usually

... but Ben often runs (to run) to the bus stop. Signal word: often

He is (to be) sometimes late. Signal word: sometimes

School always starts (to start) at 8 o´clock. Signal word: always

Simple Present statements: Put the words in the correct order.

runs dog the Their . ball after always

Their dog always runns after the ball.

Bend and Jake games the . in afternoon computer play often

Ben and Jake often play computer games in the afternoon.